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i don't think anyone watching the audience at monday's mtv movie awards was shocked that park
chan-wook picked crazy rich asians to win best picture. what astounded me was the behind-the-
scenes drama, which is why i was waiting for a live blog before i posted this. for months, months,

chang-wook, director of oldboy and the handmaiden, has pushed this project, and from reports of a
well-attended meeting at the sag-aftra conference, he also got producer nina jacobson on board. but
the screenplay, which was written by jon m. chu, a fellow korean american, is based on a well-known

1990 novel by singapore-born rachel yana wong about the relationship between a chinese woman
who marries a rich young singaporean man and his much older chinese-born father. although wong, a

novelist whose successful books include metro girl, first cut and arcadia, has become a sort of
ambassador for singaporean women writing about singapore, chang-wook began what eventually
became a two-week process of trying to persuade hollywood that it was an american-written story

with a mostly american cast. for that, chang-wook signed up six writers, including oscar-winner keith
george. read more don't get me wrong: i'm crazy about soho house but sometimes, like a child, i just
need a weekend away with a warm place to stay, a stocked kitchen and a place to get good food and

drink. (come to think of it, every child is like that in some ways.) soho house is the perfect answer.
you get the no-pressure, no-worry luxury of staying in a posh house and knowing you'll have a fully
stocked kitchen and fridge, plus all the space and comfy beds at home, the lovely people you meet,

and the possibility of doing cool, fun things on your own. so far, my time has been a lot of fun. but i do
miss not being able to take my dog, which i often do anyway. so, for the next time, i'm going to a

hotel instead. actually, the next time i want to do this, it should happen in argentina, where you can
take your dog. read more
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